Maverick Italian cinematographer Vittorio
Storaro (Apocalypse Now, The Last
Emperor) describes a ‘penumbra’ as a
space that “illuminates everything with a
suffused clarity”.1 In this way we might
imbue the twilight-like, half-light of this
partial shadow with the kind of properties
we associate with lucidity and truth. These
qualities are obliquely the focus of this
exhibition entitled PENUMBRA featuring
Séamus McCormack, Olivia Hassett, Elaine
Leader, Janine Davidson, Tanya O’Keeffe
and Francis Wasser, though their respective
routes investigating the nature of clarity are
as diverse as their practices.
First exhibiting as a group following their MFA
Sculpture at NCAD, the cohort has, until now,
utilized non-galley spaces, often making sitespecific works and luxuriating in the ability
to respond to large spaces. This
has suited the group’s
interests and

aesthetic, which intersects with their
attention to minimalism, with the exception
perhaps, of Hassett’s palette, with its acidbright yellows, oranges and pinks.
Most of the work featured in PENUMBRA preexists or is in a process of evolution, much
in the same way that this group of artists
comes together in part, (as the five member
performance collective pre form, for example
that O’Keffee and Hassett are members of) or
together. Reassembling in this iteration they
are co-conspirators in an experiment to see
what may emerge, introducing work that is
in flux with no fixed completion guaranteed.
This idea of ‘becoming’, of the potential
for subtly manifesting as something else,
threads through each of the artists’ works. It
appears as inquiry, a roadmap, a schematic,
a maquette, or an implied set of instructions.
As a group this is their first foray into a white
cube, and presents a necessary rethinking
of the use of space and the relationship
between work that now increasingly
responds to other works rather than to a
non-gallery enviornment. The most
evident project confronted
with this is perhaps
Séamus McCormack’s
installation Spike,
an evolving and
ongoing work
exploring a
scripted
a n d

filmed short drama performance written by
the artist. The ‘play’ enacted offers dialogue
about itself, musing on how this performance
is to be treated. This meta-narrative is
segmented into various parts. For this
exhibition its evolution continues with stage
directions for the non-present actors marked
out in tape or ‘spikes’ on the gallery floor,
accompanied by audio recordings of the
actors in rehearsal.
This tentative gesture recurs in Olivia
Hassett’s stalactite and stalagmite-like
structures. Her interest in the medical body
lends her work a discomfiting corporeality, in
this case manifesting in Nothing Happened
(2013), a fibroid-like mass clothed in bright
yellow netting that seems to be escaping
from the fabric of the ceiling. Reaching
toward it from below, Abjection (2013) is
an elongated structure that appears to drip
a viscous (unmentionable) organic matter.
Listen carefully and there are indistinct,
irksome noises one dare not think about too
closely emanating from this oddly elemental
being.
Sound and the body are also central to the
works exhibited by pre form member, Tanya
O’Keeffe. The use of her own body is the
focus of earlier works such as Ophpo (2012),
where the artist methodically massages her
feet while chanting a series of diphthongs
and consonants. This pacifying mediation is
further explored in her work for PENUMBRA,
fix (2014) where the artist skillfully massages
her own back. This fluid physicality and
rhythm offers a reassuring rejoinder to
the familiar yet alien body conjured up by
Hassett.
Elaine Leader is preoccupied with
the nature of temporal spaces,
designing, and occasionally
building, rooms that can
remake themselves spatially
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by employing devices which for example
allow the walls to move. Her intricate models
of various propositions and scenarios which
includes one for a room that can shrink
on a whim evokes both claustrophobia and
confusion. In such a room would we perceive
the walls to be moving or are our own fears
getting the better of us? A pair of detailed
drawings, of a turnstile and an incubation
unit, pose questions about propagation
and categorization, with these dystopian
undertones lending a darker tone to those
moving walls and dwindling spaces.
In Janine Davidson’s somber architectural
video contemplation Threshold (2014), we
track through the rooms of an unnamed
building during its refurbishment. Often
filmed through heavy plastic protective
sheeting, the images of the empty rooms
are glimpsed through a series of elegant
doorways and are frequently unfocussed
and scratched. Our view is also obstructed
by the paraphernalia of the workmen who
can be heard in the distance as they go about
their work. The anonymous space is clearly
some sort of institution, and perhaps also
carries some form of historical significance,
but what exactly, we can only hypothisise.
Concerned with the noise and chaos of
the merging of the real and virtual, Francis
Wasser explores the apparently unregulated
representations of the individual in an
increasingly documented world. As Hito
Steyerl writes in her essay The Spam of
the Earth: Withdrawal from Representation,
we are now offered models that bear no
resemblance to real people. Describing
images of the idealized, Photo-shopped,
‘perfected’ humans she characterizes them
as: “A reserve of digitally enhanced creatures
who resemble the minor demons and angels
of mystic speculation, luring, pushing, and
blackmailing people into the profane rapture
of consumption.”2
Wasser’s practice encompasses the politics
of the image in this context of contemporary
society’s prodigious production of images,

as well as exploring writing as material and
new vocabularies in relation to exhibition
making. Both collecting and using random
mass-made and self produced images, in
this exhibition he presents an extract from
the screenplay of a science fiction film set
in a totalitarian future where men have been
eliminated.
As a body of work, the pieces that make
up PENUMBRA both crouch in the shadow
of certainty and dip into the netherworld
of Greenberg’s unwitting definition of
minimalism as a culmination of thinking and
discovery. It is, he said, “an idea that remains
an idea, something deduced instead of felt
and discovered.”3 In 1967 he meant this
as criticism. Yet today, surrounded by the
cacophony of stimuli offered by our postdigital world, this abstract place of reflection
is a welcome respite from the clamour.
Anne Mullee, Feb 2014
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